
w227 Winkel alu Table Lamp

Designer:Dirk Winkel

Manufacturer:Wastberg

£254

DESCRIPTION

w227 Winkel alu Table Lamp by Dirk Winkel for Wastberg.

To celebrate the 10-year milestone of the w127 Winkel, Wastberg introduced the w227 Winkel alu: a revolutionized

iteration of the original. The essence of i ts bold design has been elevated and meticulously re-engineered to

achieve more with less. Now crafted from lightweight aluminium, this next-gen task l ight employs signif icantly

reduced material, boasting sl immed arm profi les, enhanced joints, expanded movement range, and advanced

lighting tech.

The w227 Winkel alu design embodies minimalism and elegance, concealing cables and springs within hollowed

arms and joints. Centred on a COB LED, this thoughtfully engineered system delivers a generous, evenly

distributed, dimmable l ight across extensive surfaces. The w227 Winkel alu priorit izes anti-glare eff iciency without

compromising on l ight output. Emulating the sun's ful l ,  uninterrupted color spectrum, the ful l-spectrum lighting offers

superior colour rendit ion crucial for accurate colour perception in various settings.

Made from recyclable aluminium, the design ensures robustness and resource eff iciency. This versati le task l ight

caters to contemporary workspaces, offering options for base or pin mounting, and is available in classic white,

sleek black or raw tumbled aluminium. 

https://www.twentytwentyone.com/collections/designers-dirk-winkel
https://www.twentytwentyone.com/collections/manufacturers-wastberg
http://twentytwentyone.com/designer/dirk-winkel
http://twentytwentyone.com/manufacturer/wastberg


DIMENSIONS

w227 Winkel alu b:

Base: 18.6dia

Shade: 7.2dia

Arm: 40.2 x 40.2cmh

w227 Winkel alu p:

Shade: 7.2dia

Arm: 40.2 x 40.2cmh

MATERIALS

Lamp body: aluminium

Base & pin: steel

Diffuser: acrylic

Reflector & glare shade: polyamide

Light source: COB LED (included)

Lifetime expectancy: L80 / 50,000 h

Colour temperature (CCT): 3000K

Colour rendering index (CRI): 97

Standard deviation of colour matching: 3-step MacAdam

System power: 8.2 W

Voltage: 100–240 V

Light control: Dimmable

Insulation class: III
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